LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT II
Location: Salt Lake City, Utah
Hours: Full time
To Apply: Please send application to employment@ffkr.com with cover letter, resume and portfolio
General Description: Collaborates with team while applying a diverse knowledge of Landscape Architecture principles
and practices related to a broad array of assignments and related fields. Uses advanced techniques, and has
responsibility for finished plans, specifications, and material approval. May supervise other Landscape Architects and
technicians.
Education and Experience: Bachelor’s Degree in Landscape Architecture, Urban Planning, or similar degree. Licensed
in Landscape Architecture, or AICP accreditation
5 – 10 years with accreditation typical
Duties and Responsibilities:
 Supervision and guidance of sheet and graphic documentation, design drawings, and specifications for
construction
 Development of schematic designs and construction details
 Produces or directs production of visual aids such as illustrative plans, character image boards, graphics, written
material and presentations
 Performs site analysis and produces or directs documentation
 Performs consultant coordination
 Performs construction administration procedures, including project documentation
 Performs project programming and analysis
 Produces or directs production of finished plans and specifications.
 Approves materials and construction
 Design and assemble presentations
 Mentors other Landscape Architects and technicians
 Meet deadlines
Competencies:
 Diverse understanding of Landscape Architecture and planning principles and practices in a broad array of
assignments and related fields
 Strong knowledge of accessibility and life safety codes
 Advanced understanding of local zoning codes
 Knowledge of construction document components and organization
 Advanced graphic communication and organization
 Advanced verbal and written communication
 Seek, take, and follow direction
 Accept constructive criticism and make adjustments in day-to-day work practice
 Ability to work effectively on a team
FFKR Architects is an at-will employer. That means that either you or FFKR are free to end the employment relationship at any time, with or without notice or
cause. Nothing in this document or FFKR policies or procedures, either now or in the future, are intended to change the at will nature of our relationship.
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